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Why I Joined OnlyFans & What to Expect

Yeh, so I definitely "did a thing" in Millennial terminology and took a plunge into OF world. I 
have had hundreds of inquiries since I launched Hella Cougar into whether I would do OF, and 

all along I said, "Hell, no."
 

For a good year and a half, I was very against it. I felt that if I put myself on that platform that I 
would reduce myself to a singular aspect -- my sexuality. And those of you who have followed 
me and known me over the years know that I have a lot more to say and offer beyond just sex 
and sexiness. I didn't want to drown out my greater messages about stepping into a fuller life. I 

didn't want to be reduced to one dimension.
 

So why the shift? Several reasons. Let's go through them, shall we? I think you may be 
surprised and interested in some of them.

 
1) I was terrified that putting out content on OnlyFans made me a bad feminist. Here I have in 
particular @_madam_mayhem_ and @nicole_colleen_ on Insta to thank for sharing with me 
on this topic, in addition to other very strong women in my life including my best friend, my 

sisters, my Uber-feminist aunt and my MOM (yes)! Certain feminists may disagree, but Madam 
Mayhem went into detail in how empowering OF has been for her, creating and putting out 
content on her own terms. My aunt and mom reminded me that there is no such thing as a  

pure feminist, that that is an arbitrary ideal with so many different interpretations, that I should 
just go out and do my thing.

 
I am still conflicted. One of my missions is to inspire a stronger and better generation of 

younger men. I question how I can do that when I am contributing to the continued 
objectification of women by putting certain images out there for the male gaze and 

consumption. And then I know that no matter what I or women do, they will often be reduced to 
their fuckability anyway and men will do what men will do.

 
So it’s still all mixed up for me, but I just feel in my gut it is something to move forward with for 

my own experimentation and experience in life. I will grow from it, and it will deepen my 
understanding about all of these complexities. And I know that who I am will still shine through 

whether I am wearing a parka or a bikini. Perfectly imperfect. Stay tuned.
 

2) This has not been a rash decision. I have mulled it over, felt it through, talked it through with 
my followers (male and female), friends and family as mentioned, read about the topic and 
considered how my clients irl would react. Would I lose respect? Would people think I was 
going for easy money and reducing myself to pander to men? Would I regret my decision?

 
Here's what I know. I have never regretted any decisions. They give me valuable life 

experience, and my decisions just take me along various roads in life. They have all been 
magical and rewarding. I expect this will have its unique set of challenges, but I also have 
confidence that it will make me a stronger human with more to give the world in the end.

As nuts as it is, it just feels like the next thing. I can’t fret all the time about what people think of 
me. Living that life is not actually living.

 
3) One of the major reasons I’ve hopped on the OF bandwagon is the crippling effect of most 
social media platforms on my creative and full self-expression. I told my first story on OF the 
other day, and I was immediately like, “YES! This is how I’ve been wanting to express. I don’t 

have to watch my language. I can say what I want to say.” As much as I love TikTok and Insta, I 
am so hampered by them. I’ve been terrified on TikTok for the last five months as I’ve been on 
a final account warning that has me in jeopardy of losing a quarter of a million followers. I have 
cut waaaayyyy back on my content there because I don’t want to take any chances. It kind of 

snuffed a lot of my creativity and passion. There is so much of my life I can’t talk about on 
those platforms. OF gives me back my voice.

 
4) I realize that I can do whatever I want on OF. I can set my boundaries and explore what I am 

comfortable with. There are plenty of successful accounts that aren’t full on porn (which I 
personally would not be comfortable with). A gazillion women are, and they are in their full self-

expression in that creation, and that’s awesome! I celebrate them for that. It’s just not me at 
this stage. It will be one big experiment for me that I am in full control of.

 
5) One thing I have noticed early on is the number of men in my OF DMs asking what I offer, 
wondering what I will do for them in return for money or tips, will I offer custom content, etc. 

When I read these DMs, it’s clear to me that I like having a free account for now where I don’t 
have to dance, monkey, dance. I know I won’t thrive in that environment where other creators 

will and do. I don’t want to be beholden to a bunch of horny young guys on a daily basis to 
create content that gets them off. I’ll put up stuff for free and some paid ... as I feel inspired and 

on my own terms.
 

What I Will & Won’t Offer
 

I am still learning this platform at the ripe age of 52. I will be experimenting so things may shift 
and change. I will be offering my dating stories and sexcapades. I would love to do lives when I 
get a good number of followers. I will post fun, sexy snaps and videos for free and some racier 
ones behind a paywall. These will all be a bit edgier than what I post on Insta where I have a 
bunch of work colleagues and my mom’s friends and family members following. As with all of 

my other platforms, my mission is to have fun (always), interact with followers and inspire 
goodness in humans.

 
Forgive the crassness to follow here, and if you are easily offended, I suggest you just close 

out. I will not at this point be offering JOI, sexting, graphic nudes, straight up porn or d pic 
ratings. Custom content will be dependent upon the ask based on some of the boundaries I just 

stated.
 

Thanks to the almost 200 who have already found me on OF. Hope to see YOU there as well. 
It’s www.onlyfans.com/hellacougarfree. 

How to Meet & Date Older Women: 
The Manual

 
If you're interested in meeting and dating 

older women and don't know where to start 
or aren't having any luck, you need this 

manual. At close to 50 pages, it answers 
FAQs and provides full coverage on age 

gap dating.

Learn More!
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